
 

Goldwern
Scenario for Shadows of Esteren

Type : Dungeon, puzzles
Setting : Gwidre, Goldwern
Duration : 4-5 hours

Goldwern’s History :

The scenario takes place in Gwidritte kingdom, in an ancient city : Goldwern. It 
was once haunted by an ancient evil (Feonds, spirits ? no one knows) until 
Unique’s envoys vanquished this threat.
They then erected a church on the site of their battle to celebrate their victory 
and forever guard what they think to be an entrance to Limbes.
Through the last centuries this church grews with importance and became an 
esteemed basilica, a place where unicists study or seal what doesn’t fit their 
doctrine, especially theological or philosophical scripts that may hold blasphemy.

It is in a vast labyrinth underneath the building those writings are kept. Some 
heretics are also thrown times to times into the labyrinth. For the unicists, those 
who successfully escape can only do so by the Unique will and are therefor 
redeemed of their sins.
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Surprisingly since the basilica holds and seeks numerous volumes from all over the 
peninsula to pass judgement on them ; Goldwern became an important cultural 
and commercial node. Scholars, even the most profanes, settled in and 
contributed to Goldwern prestige.
But under Goldwern appealing cover the city is strongly in unicists watch and 
their eyes are wide open on everything transiting through their city.
This situations also made Goldwern a significant siege of power of the Clerical 
order who lead the writings studies and can become a deadly trap for unwary 
scholars.

Roots :
For severals years a Tarish caravan come to Goldwern each season to display their 
talent. Their arriving is enthusiastically awaited from the humblest valet to the 
most refined nobles. The most popular representation is a talented, young and 
beautiful bardess, enjoyed for her ballads both rich and amusing.
Her poems are presumably legacies from the famous Arenthel (the first known 
historian and bardess).
It has been 3 years now that a young noble is in love with her. Burning with desire 
he confessed his love to the Church’s rector : Latrec, who is both his preceptor 
and spiritual headmaster.
This one is much less pleased by Tarishes’s presence in his city. He consider the 
love his pupil holds for the young bardess an unexpected stroke of luck.
He plans to use the lover to lure the tarish maiden. After a festive performance 
she is invited to the noble’s house. Thrilled by fine liquor she let herself persuade 
to play more song at her suitor’s home. But what awaits them is not a assembly of 
arts admirers but a squad of sigirs.
The women, her lover and her poems are discreetly but quickly thrown into the 
labyrinth.
The young noble thought the rector would celebrate their union in spite of their  
status distinction but this one has other plans : From his perspective only the 
labyrinth can cleans the noble of his sinfull attraction.
In the morrow morning the Tarish’s family will discover the bardess disappearance 
and will start searching for her.

Trunk :
Players may be involved in many ways, they may have befriended the tarishes or 
liked their performance.
They can also be hired by the noble’s family who ignored all the affair and 
worries for him.
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They will have to find clues about the disappearances. If they inquire about the 
yesterday’s representation no one remember how the evening’s events took place 
precisely. The young women and her friends drank a bit unreasonably and their 
departure to the noble house was unclear.
The Tarish Chief is enrage and unwilling to take the road again until the girl is 
found. During the next days tarishes will do their owns researches using their 
talents and get invited by influents peoples in town.

This part is designed so that Players can take a grasp on the last night’s events. 
Whatever their means, be it with the Tarishs, interrogating beggars who may have 
seen the Sigirs, if they don’t show some discretion they will pick Church’s knights 
interest and take the risk to end up in the labyrinth before they understand the 
situation.
note : Players may do their inquiry at the basilica as well, if they notice Sigirs 
their presence is officially justified by the basilica being a center of formation 
for them.

Keep in mind that Players are supposed to end up in the labyrinth anyway : but 
the more they will inquiries the more the Game Leader will have to leak 
information about the labyrinthe, the rector, the noble etc… 
If Players have a full understanding about the situation their problem is not 
solved so far. The Church is the law in Goldwern and they can’t coerce Latrec into 
giving the prisoners back.
But at this point it is possible and also more simple to discuss the matter with 
him. He will grant access to the labyrinth he deems sacred so the Players can find 
the prisoners and may even wish them luck.
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The Labyrinth :
It is the dungeon part : Whatever how they entered, the fences will close 
themselves behind the Players. They will have to find a way out, recover the 
bardess and the noble prisoner. But they may also discover precious tomes or the 
remains of some unlucky predecessors.
The Game Leader may add traps or dead bodies to his fantasies.

The labyrinth extend itself in different layers of depths. The uppers stairs are the 
vastest and hold large shelvings of tomes and scrolls, most of them in a bad shape 
due to the lack of people looking after them.
The lower stairs are more ancients and dug in stone. They were progressively 
deserted. They contain less manuscripts but walls are covered in frescoes and 
paintings depicting scenes of the Aergewin, the Apocalypse, or visions of the 
Limbo. They contains numerous tombs as well.

At the end of the labyrinth opens the mysterious gulf : relic of the Aergewyn it is 
the alleged entrance to Limbo. No one knows what may be at it’s bottom and it 
will remain a mystery, but a hot draft comes from the void. The Air is scentless 
but ventilate a powerful psychotropic all the way up to the highest levels of the 
maze.
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Peoples detained in the labyrinth are subject to regular and sudden crisis where 
they see their imagination coming to life : Thereby the depict scene of Limbo will 
become real. Whatever they may read upon their research of clue or tomes may 
comes alive as well.
Rules in the labyrinth :
Players who may so loose 1 point in Reason and gain 1 point in Creativity. Every failed 
roll on a mental resistance test in the labyrinth will stack this effect.
Note : this is an occasion for the Game leader to design the must fearful and wondrous 
scene you may have in your sleeves.

Some plants accustomed to the foul air grow near the gulf. They can be used as a 
powerfull antidote to prevent or cease an hallucinatory crisis.
Player will need their reasoning to resolves the riddles and get out of the 
labyrinth.

The maze is not so empty one would think. Small teams of Clerks of the Basilica 
«live» here. Those are tasked to take care of the manuscripts contained in the 
labyrinth.  To the Church’s belief reading so much tomes, at best profanes, 
cannot be without negatives effects on the readers’s soul.
Therefore they must naturally purify themselves from this readings hence their 
presence here. They are as affected by the hallucination as Players but they’re 
familiar with them.
The oldest clerks know the labyrinth’s secrets well and developed a resistance to 
the poison minimising the risk of becoming crazy. All of them don’t survive this 
repeated trial however.

To assume their task, the basilica sents them food and candles by a well. Getting 
out through this opening would be almost impossible.
If Players cross those Clerks on their way, those have made vow of silence 
between the walls of the labyrinth. Even under pressure it would be difficult to 
extract secrets of the labyrinth from them.
Note : trying to force information out of them would be hard, but the Game 
Leader can easily make them allies of the Players. Clerks may try to give advices 
despite their silence and if the Players earn their respect they may become an 
option to get out the labyrinth if the Game Leader thinks his Players are stuck.
Distinguishing a Clerk’s shape behind shady fence in the dark may also be a good 
artifice to instil fear even if in truth they are inoffensive.
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In the local wildlife one may encounter other prisoners, heretics, rats, insects, 
bats, mushrooms (those are highly charge with the labyrinth’s poisons) : so it is 
possible to survive if your stomach is not too soft. Game Leaders may want to 
take this opportunity to introduce mysterious or disturbing NPCs more or less mad 
(example : brother Mervin, see Labyrinth Dangers)

Game Leader is also at liberty to intervene with Feonds lurking out from the gulf 
in addition to those already intended in the scenario.
The Labyrinth is supposedly gigantic, many centuries old, but the size proposed 
here was reduce in the concern it does not become boring, the Game Leader may 
reduce even more playing on galleries crumbling or closed fences which only the 
clerks hold the keys.
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The Labyrinth  

Basement 1

1,2,3 : Heroes’s Tombs                                                   0 : Exit

4 : Doors’s riddle                                                               : Crevasse

(5 : Meditation chambers)                                                 : Optional area

(6 : kitchen, outside’s access)

Basement 2

1,2,3 : Heroes’s Tombs                                                  0 : Exit

3 : Statuettes’s riddle                                                        : Crevasse 

3 : Goldwern’s Gulf                                                           : Optional area
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Rooms 1,2 3 of each stairs are tombs of the heroes who defeated the evilness that haunted Goldwern 
centuryʼs ago. Their names were forgotten over time but on each of these tomb a sentence is engraved that 
will be needed to solve the statuettesʼs riddle.

Basement 1 :
1, «The Brave and the Loyal refuse to stand near the Unworthy»
2, «3 Unique's insigne  occupy the 3 squares on the right»
3, «The Hero and the Loyal protect the Clerk»
5 These Meditation chambers are at the repentants clerks in the labyrinthʼs disposal, they also use them to 
restore and look after the books in the labyrinth.
6 Kitchen and access of the basilicaʼs well, which is from where food and tools may be sent to the clerks. 
(Feat test diff 24 is required to exit from this side : 1d10 damages on a test fail).

Basement 2 :
1, «The Strong and the Loyal each have two neighbour»
2, « The Unworthy stand at an extremity»
3, «The Clerk and the Hero are on the right of the Strong»
3, Is also the location of the Gulf Room, the alleged Limbosʼs entrance. The hot breath inflicting hallucination 
come from here. 

Riddles :

- the 6 doors's riddle.

Across Room n°4 of the 1st basement, Players will be confronting the six doors’s riddle. 
The back of the room includes six statues bearing six shields, on a simple roll of 
observation peoples realise that those shields hide in fact the entrance of six tunnels. 
Candles are arranged on each sides of each shields.
The shields transcribe stories of the heroes who battled the evil of Goldwern, but capital 
letters in the stories hide a secret sentence which point out which shield grant access to 
the 2nd basement, all others are traps.
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Each tunnels requires to crawl so traps would be normally unavoidable (but if you feel 
merciful you may consider the traps rusticity made them less lethal : blades will pierce the 
crouching character inflicting 2d10 damages)

To find the solution Players have to light up a select number of candles, only one correct 
sentence can emerge from the lights.

Solution :

«Open X»
Only one shield has a capital X, so you must open the 4st Door from the left.

- Statuettes’s riddle.
Across room n°3 of the 2nd basement Players will be face with the statuettes’s riddle.

              the Brave    the Unworthy    the Clerk    the Strong    the Loyal    the Hero
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The 6 statuettes depict the 6 Goldwern’s heroes. Put in the correct order they will grant the 
key to exit the dungeon. To find the solution different sentence were revealed on the 
heroes tombs in the labyrinth. Preventing prisoners to simply try out all the combinations 
walls closing in after each try. After some fails (depending on the mercifulness of thee 
Game Leader) Players would be simply crushed or force to jump into the gulf (ineluctable 
death).

Riddle’s solution : reminder of the clues,
Basement 1,
1, «The Brave and the Loyal refuse to stand near the Unworthy»
2, «3 Unique's insigne  occupy the 3 spaces on the right»
3, «The Hero and the Loyal protect the Clerk»
Basement 2,
1, «The Strong and the Loyal have two neighbours each»
2, « The Unworthy stands at one extremity»
3, «The Clerk and the Hero are on the right of the Strong»

So if you follow these indications :
The Brave and the Loyal canʼt occupy the 3 square on the right because they donʼt carry 
the Uniqueʼs symbol.
The Hero and the Loyal both protect the Clerk so he canʼt be at an extremity.
The Strong and the Loyal both have two neighbours so they can»t be at and extremity 
either.
The Unworthy stand at an extremity.
The Clerk and the Hero are on the right of the Strong, so they canʼt stand in the two 
spaces on the left without breaking this rule.
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From these eliminations we can deduce the right combination, the Unworthy and the Loyal 
have only two possible positions :
We can deduce that the Unworthy canʼt be on the left extremity : The Strong and the Brave 
canʼt stand next to him so the place near him could only be taken by the Loyal, the Loyal 
protecting the Clerk this one would happen to be to the left of the Strong.
So the Unworthy can only be on the right extremity, leaving the left one to the Brave who is 
the only one able to occupy it.
The Strong go occupy the space near the Brave so the Clerk and the Hero may be to his 
right.
The only space left to the Loyal is Near the Strong followed by the clerk and the Hero.

So the right order is : 

             The Brave     the Strong     the Loyal     the Clerk      the Hero     the Unworthy
  

Dangers :

- Hallucinations
Players may confront vision of notables opponents or traumatic events linked to their past 
or precedent scenarios.
The Game Leader will submit Players to regular tests of mental resistance (frequency 
depending on the level of difficulty they want to uphold, difficulty 11 on the 1st basement 
diff 14 on second basement). On a fail roll a classic hallucination would be an opponent 
with the same characteristics than the affected Player.
The hallucination will fade after the first blow, if the Player hit he comes back to his senses, 
if the hallucination hit he in fact injured himself. In case of an automatic fail the Player hit a 
close ally.
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- Feondas, Masks robber.

Attack : 14  Speed : 6   Perception : 6
Damages : 3     Potential : 3  Discretion : 10
Defense : 8   Vigor : 14  Feat : 12
Armor : 2    Health : 15/5/3 (*x3 regeneration)
Special : Rage, regeneration
Masks Robber is probably some kind of Drèin. Its 
appearance looks like a walking corpse covered in 
lichen. He wanders tunnels slowly and hide, preferring 
to attack humans already weakened by labyrinthʼs 
hallucinations.
He collects mortuariesʼs masks in the deepest layers 
of the labyrinth, if Players loot those tombs he will 
immediately track them down.

Regeneration, When the masks robber is slain another mask on is body come to life (this 
regeneration takes one turn but he may attempt to feign death). The masks robber posess 
masks at this time.

Rage, When his last mask is destroyed, the Masks robber perform a final attack after his 
death in a state of rage, he ignore wounds penalty and is in offensive stance.

- Feondas, arthropod.

Discretion :  12  Perception : 8 
The labyrinth is also inhabited by a specific kind of feondas 
related to the gulf :
Those feonds are too small to cause any damage however 
because of their painless bite the victim is rarely aware that one 
of them is attached to it. Once he grab a prey this feondas poisons its victim and submit it 
to a light mind control :
Any occurrence he fail a mental resistance test while parasitized a Player will be attracted 
to the gulf or the nearest crevasse and the arthropod will try to push him down.
Crossing a crevasse is normally easy enough that no roll is necessary, but a parasitized 
Player must do a feat test (diff 14) or slid down and take 1d10 damages, then if he or 
another Player doesnʼt lift him up (feat test diff 11) the Player fall definitely into the abyss.
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- Brother Mervin, mad clerk.

ways : Combativity : 4. Creativity 5. Empathy : 2. Ideal 3. Reason 1.
Skills : Contact combat: 5 (short blade 8),Discretion 3, scholarship 5 (history 8), 
Occultism : 5, Perception 3, Prayer 5, Feat 2, Relation 2. 
Mental Health : Mental resistance 8. Trauma 11 Disorder : Mental confusion
Combat : Attack 7 (short blade 10), Defence : 8, speed : 6, Potential : 3.
Survival point : 1 (Other were already used)"
Health : only 8 left.
Mervin is a clerk who lost himself during his test of repentance. itʼs been months that he 
wanders the labyrinths seeking his reason. Other clerks tends to his wounds when they 
find him but his chances are slimed.
In his delusion he sees his only chance of redemption in the execution of heretics that may 
cross his path. He may try to trick them but his state doesnʼt inspire much trust.
He conceal a sharp knife up his sleeve if Players confront him he can use his last survival 
point to ignore wounds penalty (at this time heʼs at -2).

- Traps.
Each heroʼs tomb is trapped with arrows which will activate if Players try to open or loot 
them (note there isnʼt anything worth stealing in them), the trap requires a feat test (diff 14) 
to dodge the arrows or inflict 1d10 damages.
The riddlesʼs traps are described in the riddles section. The labyrinth is large enough to 
contain other traps the Game Leader may have designed

Branches :

You may deem the Basilica’s adepts fanatics but the labyrinth should allow Player 
to consider they are maybe not. The Labyrinth contain scripts that have really 
good reasons to be forbidden and the Game Leader may find it interesting to give 
some example of them.
Here are some ideas of dangerous findings :
- A Morcail’s grimoire.
- An Apocalypse or new Aergewin morcail’s prediction.
- A similar prediction written by a demorthèn and spirits conjuration (note that 

demorthèn culture is oral, they consider that writing kill the spirits thus it 
would be exceptional)

- Magientists’s researches on human organics flux.
Any kind of things the Player may or may not take interest into, but whose main 
focus is to disturbs Players or may be an opening for a sequel.
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Peoples successfully escaping the labyrinth will be judged cleaned of their sins. 
However that doesn’t mean they are saint or have now impunity : It may be wise 
to reminds this to the Players in case they would try to take revenge on Latrec 
once they exit the Labyrinth.

- The noble’s family will offer 1 frost Daol per Player if he’s found alive.
- The Game Leader will make sure that rare tomes Player may have took from the 

labyrinth won’t exceed a value of 4 frost Daols.
- If the Tarish Bardess is recovered alive they will share with the Players one of 

this two rewards :

- An art collection improving a Player whole Performance skill by 1( 3 frost daols 
value)

- Some gallant’s poems giving a +1 relation bonus to a Player when he interacts 
for the first time with a Npc. This interaction must be friendly (2 frost daols 
value)

Those Items are not supposed to be a pecuniary reward so their value shouldn’t 
be given. Player may attempt to make copy with the scholarship skill : it will 
requires ink and scroll and every copy will half the value of the collection. After 2 
copies the advantages of these rewards disappears.

Leaves :

- Besides the rewards Players may gain in this scenario, it may be the opportunity 
to the Game Leader to place in their hands some manuscript leading to a 
chronic or another scenario he may want to play.

- Even if this first encounter with Latrec may depict him as an antagonist he may 
become an ally to the Players. Clerk’s order is often underrated but they 
administrative role make them aware of many secrets. Latrec can introduce 
Player to some high ranked member of the Temple.
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Characters

-Basilica’s Sage, Latrec.

Ways : Combativity 3, Creativity 2, Empathy 2, Ideal 4, 
Reason 4.
Skills : Contact Combat 3, Scholarship 5 (History 7, Politic 
6), Occultism 4, Perception 4, Prayer 5 (Spirituality 6), 
Feat 3, Relation 5, Science 5.  
Advantage : Scholar
Mental Health: Mental resistance : 10, Orientation : 
Rational. Trauma 5. Disorder : Obsession
Combat : Attack 6. Defense 12. Speed : 6. Potential 1
Health : 19. Vigor : 10 Survival : 3
Basilica’s Rector, He’s an old and fervent man. As this 
scenario depict him he despises arts : He sees wors of art 
has delusion playing with the affects and diverting from 
the true faith.
He is however well-educated and really interested in 
intellectual work, even magientists.
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-The Tarish Bardess.

Ways : Combativity 1, Creativity 6*, Empathy 4, Ideal 2, Reason 2.
Skills : Contact Combat 5, Discretion 5, Scholarship 5, Perception 5, Feat 4, 
Relation 5 (Charm 7) Performance 5 (Sing 7) Travel 4.
Advantage : Attractive.
Mental Health : Mental resistance 7, Trauma 5, Disorder Hallucination 
Combat : Attack 7, Defense 11, Speed 5, Potential 3.
Health : 15  Vigor : 10 Survival : 2
*the Bardess’s score reached 6 because of labyrinth’s poisons.

-The Noble.

Ways : Combativity 4, Creativity 2, Empathy 4, Ideal 3, Reason 2
Mental Health : Mental resistance 8, Trauma 6, Disorder : Mimicry
Combat : Attack 7, Defense 5, Potential 2.
Health : 12 Vigor : 10 Survival : 1.
The Bardess and the Noble wander the Labyrinth to the Game Leader desire. 
They already lost some life and vigor and it will keep decreasing each 
exploration turn until they receive help.
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